Accepted Artists List (2013 Pathways)

Alt, Laurie Gelston  Moving Forward
Ayala, Carlos        These Shoes Were Made for Walking
Berube, John         Dune Path
Carta, Shirley       First Snow, Fordham Road
Cerruti, Bonnie      Onward
Champion, Robert     Green Mtn Range, Stowe, VT
Corbett, Patricia    Lover's Lane
Crosby, Claire       Bon Giorno
Dahlstrom, Daniel    Summer Stroll by the Sea
DeBartolo, Rob       Road Blocks
Dill, J.R.           Farmstead Way
Dolle, Elin          Scallop Netting
Dolle, Elin          A Different View
Dunn, Carol          Meadow at Path's End
Dunn, Carol          Beach Walk
Dunn, Carol          Berries #114
Fabian, Ellen Fye    More Fruit
Ferry, Sabrina       Road Kill Buzzard
Flotte, Lucien       Lake Light
Frink, Madelyn       Seeking Asylum
Fussell, Mary        Gypsy Road
Fussell, Mary        Bolero
Fussell, Mary        Forest Clearing
Gantner, Bob         North Cove
Gantner, Bob         Quai
Gugliemino, Dorene   Who's Walking
Gugliemino, Dorene   Patchworks
Heathman, Jill       Marsh Grass in Winter
Hedberg, Eric        Palimpsests of Memory
Hedberg, Eric        Spirit
Hellerman, Leonard   Shadows of Dawn
Hellerman, Leonard   Grand Central - To and Fro
Keeley, Merrill Park At the Molly
Kenkare, Lois        G.B.
LaForge, Mary Green  Sunlite Door
LaForge, Mary Green  Cool Colors
LAYNE                Trees
Lucas, Sarah Stiffler The Explorer
Lucas, Sarah Stiffler A Westerly Stroll
Lucas, Sarah Stiffler Silver Lining
Matthew, Jill Beecher May the Road Rise Up to Meet You
Maurice, Joyce St. Paul de Vence
McHale, Shirleyan Pathway to the Sugar Shack
McMahon, William Cain & Abel Hammers
Nichols, Dan Old Stone Wall
Nichols, Dan Summer on Wallis Street
Painten, Jim Bookshelf
Pierson, Anne Bingham Spartina Marsh
Pierson, Anne Bingham Ely's Boat House
Price, Peggy Back & Forth
Puccio, Catherine Skylit Stairway
Quinn, Cynthia Pathway to Adventure
Raicik, Richard Spanish Courtyard
Rasmussen, Judy Water Walk
Rasmussen, Judy Tails
Rogers, Diane Back Road, Sonoma County
Rolston, Olivia Ann Bakasana
Rutan, Chip 42nd Street
Rutan, Chip Waiting
Schulz, David Parsley
Schulz, David St. Patrick's Day, Dublin
Seaver, Cheryl Pathway Pattern
Sheehy, James At the Ready
Sheehy, James The Old Road Home
Sherwood, Bonnie Journey to Market
Sherwood, Bonnie Escape! Pathway to Freedom
Sherwood, Bonnie Subterranean Cross-section
Simler, Susan The River Provides
Steinhilber, Elaine Blue Journey
Westerson, Grant Iron Pathways
White, Amy Prehistoric Pottery
Whiting, Luisa Kreis Nantucket Paths
Whiting, Luisa Kreis Beach Path
Whiting, Luisa Kreis Path Along the Bluff
Williams, Lionel Sunday Walk with Dog
Williams, Lionel The Café
Young, Carol Water Works
Zelanski, Paul Back to Front
Zelanski, Paul Pathway Statement to Question
Zieky, Donna View of Greeting Shoppe, W.H.